Your goals are continuous improvement and operational excellence, but they require evolving your digital toolbox. It means getting operational technology (OT) data produced by machines in the cloud with IT data and using data science to deliver predictive maintenance that positively impacts reliability and costs.

Uptake is the only company in the world that can do this.

USING DATA TO IMPROVE RELIABILITY

Uptake equips you to leverage data findings and maximize reliability at the lowest total cost. It accomplishes this through three Uptake products: Uptake Fusion powered by ShookIOT, Uptake Compass, and Uptake PM Strategy Explorer.

Fusion enables and accelerates the process of moving OT data from industrial assets, sites, facilities, and data centers to Microsoft Azure. Just connect it to move and store your data in the cloud, where it’s automatically organized, unified, and contextualized for different users.

Compass analyzes the cloud-based time-series data from assets, along with transactional data, to generate data science insights that help you achieve greater machine reliability and cost savings. Compass also includes PM Strategy Explorer, with access to preventative maintenance strategies.

PM Strategy Explorer offers entry to Uptake’s Asset Strategy Library® (ASL®), the world’s largest database of industrial equipment types, failure modes, and maintenance strategies. Explore, purchase, and download equipment strategies with step-by-step instructions from the ASL®.
**PRODUCTS**

**ONE SOLUTION. THREE PRODUCTS. ALL FOCUS ON RESULTS.**

**FUSION**
- Liberate OT data and make it accessible to the right people anywhere, anytime
- Bypass excessive “per tag” fees for moving and accessing your own data
- Securely move, store and access data regardless of technology
- Establish data connectivity with open API/data formats like OSIsoft

**COMPASS**
- Extend the service life of machines and components
- Optimize operations and maintenance costs
- Streamline the work request and work order processes
- Prevent unplanned downtime with planned maintenance
PRODUCTS

PM STRATEGY EXPLORER

• Reduce maintenance costs by up to 20%
• Improve reliability by up to 15%
• Achieve 75% faster return than traditional RCM programs
• Reduce technician labor hours by up to 37%

BRING OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE TO MAINTENANCE AND RELIABILITY

By implementing Uptake Fusion, Compass, and PM Strategy Explorer, you’ll leverage all types of data for predictive maintenance, resulting in maximum reliability at the lowest cost.

To learn more about Uptake Fusion, contact fusion@uptake.com